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familiar idea that the amount of consumers' surplus (expressed
in terms of money) destroyed by taxation may differ widely
from the amount of the taxation raised. But a moment's
reflection shows that the point is valid over a wider range
than this.
§ 6. In my view there can be no question that, subject
to the qualifications set out in § 2, least aggregate sacrifice
is an ultimate principle^pf taxation. The levying of taxes is
a^part^of line functions of government. Apart from the pos-
sible effects of the action of one government upon the subjects
of other governments, which, for the present, I ignore, there
is general agreement that all of a government's activity should
be regulated with a view to promoting, in the highest possible
degree, the welfare of its citizens. This is the touchstone by
which the whole of its legal system — and its tax laws are, of
course, a part of its legal system — must be judged. The
day in which the welfare of one category of citizens could
plausibly be ranked above that of another is past. Nobody
would venture to claim now that a smaller amount of welfare
accruing, say, to a nobleman should be preferred to a larger
amount that might be made to accrue to a peasant. So far
as political theory is concerned, maximum aggregate welfare
is everywhere accepted as the right goal of government ; and
when, as of course often happens, actual governments pursue
a different goal, their practice may be more or less plausibly
explained away, but is never openly defended. In the special
field of taxation this general principle is identical with the
principle of least sacrifice. Its validity appears to me to be
given directly in intuition.
§ 7. The claim that equal sacrifice is an ultimate principle
of taxation is more controversial. In Chapter II of Part I
reference was made to Sidgwick's principle of equity — the
principle, namely, that similar and similarly situated persons
ought to be treated similarly. In Sidgwick's view this principle
taxes £&, does (a+h) units of work and has a net income (after paying the
tax) of (a + h - k) £. Then his sacrifice, as I have defined it,
.        .     (1)
The amount of satisfaction carried by the money he actually pays over
in taxes
= ^(a+ ft) -^(a +&-&). .	.	.	(2)
This expression is only equal to expression (1) in the special case in which

